
EASY THINGS TO WRITE AN ARTICLE ABOUT

Browse this list of interesting articles and essays on topics like health, happiness, productivity and more. To answer that
question, I like to write about science- based ways to solve practical problems. How to Make Your Future Habits Easy.

Readers like it when content is straightforward and organized. I do this as often as possible, e. Think about
your reader: consider the fact that not everyone will find the subject as boring as you do. Write a how-to
guide. Include it in a new blog post, and then provide commentary about the facts and statistics within the
body of the post. One of the ways in which ancient orators held the attention of their audiences and increased
the dramatic effect of their speeches was by making use of the rhetorical question. Start thinking about what
you would want to read. An interview with one of your clients or someone you really admire. Discover how
you can drive more sales by inviting click-throughs to product pages and making the checkout process as
intuitive as possible! History History lessons are a great way to fill a blog with useful information. Write
directly to that person, one to one, it will make your writing more engaging. When you have a focused
editorial strategy , your website becomes a channel that broadcasts your news. You're probably an expert at
certain things, but haven't shared what you know with a wider audience. Employ rhetorical questions
Anticipate the questions your reader might ask. Share customer success stories With any luck, satisfied
customers will occasionally contact you to express their appreciation. Note that each idea below can be
applied to your niche to make your website a fresh and valuable resource in your industry. Emulate the style of
writers you find interesting When you read a lot, you subconsciously start emulating the style of the writers
you read. The good news is that there are plenty of things you can do to make your writing more interesting,
even though you can only do so much while remaining within the formal confines of academic writing. Before
I take a stance or give advice, I find numbers to back up my claims. Troubleshooting guides speak to the pain
many content seekers are looking to eliminate. Hyatt knows that productivity topics get shared. Write a list
with tips on how to do something better, drawing on the years of experience you've acquired and the
understanding of the topic that only you possess. Parenting tips There will always be parents around, and any
parenting tips are appreciated. I hope it gives you a bit of boost if you are struggling with what to say. Tech
support Companies that offer technology services, hardware, or software will often include technical support
within their blogs. Some subjects or topic areas are naturally dry, and it falls to you to make the essay more
interesting through your written style more on this later and by trying to find fascinating snippets of
information to include that will liven it up a bit and make the information easier to relate to. Your response to
a question you have been asked by a prospect or client. What remained the same? As long as science continues
to discover new things, there will be new breakthroughs to talk aboutâ€”perfect fodder for shareable blog
posts! Could she do the task herself? Begin this process by searching Google for the top fitness blogs, and
scour them to find out what the fitness industry is talking about. Despite this, many undergraduates admit to
deliberately over-complicating their language to make it sound more high-brow. And then do it all over again.


